Turner
MRP per subscriber per month

Turner Kids Pack
- CN
- Pogo
₹ 4.25

Turner HD Pack
- CN-HD+
- HBO HD
₹ 12.50

Turner Family Pack
- CN
- Pogo
- WB
₹ 10.00

Turner Family HD Pack
- CN-HD+
- HBO HD
- CNN
₹ 12.50

A-la-Carte MRP of Channels
- CN
₹ 4.25
- Pogo
₹ 4.25
- WB
₹ 1.00
- HBO
₹ 10.00
- CNN
50 paise
- HBO HD
₹ 15.00
- CN-HD+
₹ 10.00

Contact your Cable/DTH operator & subscribe to your favourite channels NOW!

*Exclusive of applicable taxes & NCF